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INTRO 

 

1. Buyers are out there, right now, looking to buy your book 

  

2. 90% of the reason why your book will sell is your title, subtitle and cover 

 Ignore this truism at your peril 

 Tragedy for indie authors to work so hard then cripple themselves 

 enabling readers to easily recognize that yours might be a book for them 

 Thumbnail test – at a glance, amazon thumbnail, reader can they grasp what the 
                book is about -  if not, personally I think your efforts are pretty much doomed 

 

3. Follow those are already successful publishing what you do 

 Not have to reinvent the wheel 

 Others have done so, others that don’t write as well and are less capable, they have done  
 it so can you. 

What you need to know is free 

Steps, are doable, not comfortable for everyone if you are uncomfortable with marketing 
 but very doable 

 

Here are 8 steps to be a findable Indie author.  

 

STEP ONE 

A. ID books and authors on your topic that sell well – do what they do. 

B. ID books and authors on your topic that do not sell well – discover and avoid their mistakes 

   Amazon is 2
nd

 most powerful search engine 

   Common words, phrases, themes 

   They will go in your  

    Title 

    Subtitle 

    Book description 

    7 keywords and phrases 

   Write them down 

   200 characters allowed in title and subtitle – use them all 



 

STEP TWO 

A. Search on the Amazon search engine as your potential buyers will search 

   Search letter by letter 

   Amazon search engine will suggest relevant searches 

   Write down the ones your readers may use 

   Giant clues as to how your readers search 

   Add them to your “pile of words” 

 

STEP THREE 

A. Repeat most common searches using the Google search engine 

   Bop around 

   Note most common words and phrases that pop up 

   Make note of Googles suggested searches 

   Add new words and phrases to your pile 

   ID the most common you see 

 

STEP FOUR 

A. Visit the websites of the most successful authors you identified 

   Learn from what they are doing 

   **** ID additional revenue streams*** 

   Reality check: Royalties will be small for most 

 

STEP FIVE 

A. For the beginner and those less comfortable with marketing – Great start 

 Write your title and subtitle 

  200 characters 

  Does not mean they all must be readable on cover 

 Write your book description 

 Decide upon your 7 keywords/phrases in KDP book setup 

 Give emphasis to including the most common searches/phrases 

 

B. For those that wish to go beyond the very basics 

 Use the free Google Keyword Tool – Search for it 

 You can find out number of searches monthly for each word/phrase 
  on your list 

 Give priority to words/phrases with most searches 

 



 Ex: One phrase alone is responsible for more than 50% of my book sales 

Question: If there were just a few words or phrases that would be 
 disproportionately responsible for your book sales, would you prefer to know which ones 
they are? Or not? 

 

STEP SIX 

A. Strongly recommended – Use Amazon Advertising 

 When set up book Amazon gives you promotion and advertising options 

Pay for click – Show up on page of authors/titles you choose that your future 
 readers are looking at. 

 You select words/phrases 
 You select bid/budget 
 You see in real time view, clicks, purchases 
 You see which words get most searches 
 You see which words generate most sales for you 
 Do more of what works, cut out what isn’t. 

 

Ex: I spend $70 a month on Amazon advertising and estimate it results in 
about 50 book sales a month I otherwise would not have. 

 - Accelerates word of mouth 
 - Builds your tribe/platform 
 - Generates non-royalty income 
 - Back end of additional revenue streams you might offer 

 - Provides great info on how your buyers are finding  

 

STEP SEVEN 
Summary of benefits to indie authors when they are “Findable” 

 

  -Make it easy for readers to find you 
  - Avoid tragedy of working so hard to write and selling little 
  - You accelerate the building of your platform 
  - You will build a better website 
  - You will maximize potential revenue streams other than book royalties  


